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As the smallest dragon in the Heartstriker clan, Julius survives by a simple code: keep quiet,

don’t cause trouble, and stay out of the way of bigger dragons. But this meek behavior doesn't

fly in a family of ambitious magical predators, and his mother, Bethesda the Heartstriker, has

finally reached the end of her patience.Now, sealed in human form and banished to the DFZ--a

vertical metropolis built on the ruins of Old Detroit--Julius has one month to prove he can be a

ruthless dragon or kiss his true shape goodbye forever. But in a city of modern mages and

vengeful spirits where dragons are considered monsters to be exterminated, he’s going to

need some serious help to survive this test. He only hopes humans are more trustworthy than

dragons...
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to 10kAbout the AuthorNice Dragons Finish LastThe first in a new series from Rachel Aaron,

author of The Legend of Eli Monpress and Minimum Wage Magic!As the smallest dragon in the

Heartstriker clan, Julius survives by a simple code: keep your mouth shut and stay out of the

way of bigger dragons. But this meek behavior doesn’t fly in a family of magical predators, and

his mother, Bethesda the Heartstriker, has finally reached the end of her patience.Now,

trapped in his human form and banished to the DFZ, a vertical metropolis built on the ruins of

Old Detroit, Julius has one month to prove that he can be a ruthless dragon or kiss his true

shape goodbye forever. But in a city of modern mages and vengeful spirits where dragons are

considered monsters to be exterminated, he’s going to need some serious help to survive this

test.He only hopes humans are more trustworthy than dragons.PrologueIt was a very ugly

house.Two stories tall with a cheap yellow stucco finish and a roof sagging under the weight of

the mismatched clay tiles, it stood alone in the vast expanse of the Nevada desert at the end of

a long road meant to hold a hundred more just like it. But the second housing bust, or maybe

the third, had nixed that plan, and years of bank ownership had left the property in limbo. With

no landscapers to fight it back, the desert had moved in to reclaim the land, slowly covering the

PVC pipes and pre-poured cement driveways until only the lone McMansion remained, sticking

out of the sandy waste like a monument to terrible civic planning.By contrast, the car crunching

to a stop on the cracked asphalt at the road’s end looked like a visitor from another world.

Dark, sleek, and covered in black chrome with windows so tinted they would have made driving

impossible in the days before computers took over the roadways, the sedan was a showpiece

for its owner’s wealth and importance, and the men who got out were exactly the sort you’d

expect.There were three of them, all dressed as nice as their car, but while the first two were

so piled with muscle it was a miracle they’d managed to cram themselves into the designer

suits currently straining over their shoulders, the third was of normal human proportions.

Seeing this, one would expect him to be the most heavily armed, if only for compensation, but

he carried no weapons at all. Just a single strand of long, brown hair wrapped around his first

two fingers with a golden dowsing pendant dangling at the bottom, its pointed end jerking

toward the ugly house.“She’s here.”The bigger of the two suited brutes pursed his lips and

stared up at the house’s dark, dusty windows. “You sure? Looks empty.”The man with the

pendant made a sound of absolute disgust. “Of course I’m sure.”The big man shrugged off the

implied you idiot and turned to his overmuscled accomplice. “I’ll take the front. You go ‘round

back in case she bolts.”The other thug nodded and jogged off, pushing his way through the

skeletons of the long dead bushes that divided the front of the property from the back.

Meanwhile, the leader strode across the parched yard, up the rickety stairs to the scuffed front

door. He tried the knob first, just in case. When it didn’t turn, he put one hand on the concealed

stun gun at his hip and began pounding on the weathered door with the other.“We know you’re

in there, sweetheart!” he bellowed, slamming his fist down until the chipped paint was falling

like rain. “Last chance to do things the easy way. You make us come get you, you ain’t gonna

like it.”He paused his beating to listen for a response, but the only sound was the night wind,

and he turned back to the man with the pendant.“She’s in there,” the smaller man snapped,



stomping up the stairs to stand shoulder to huge shoulder with the thug on the rotting welcome

mat. “I got this hair off her father’s coat before we tossed him, and material links are never

wrong.” To prove his point, he held up the golden pendant, now straining at the end of the long

brown hair like a tied-down missile. “It has to be her, and she has to be here. Just break it

down.”The big man shrugged. “You’re the mage.” He lifted his trunk of a leg. “Mind your

fingers.”The mage snatched his pendant back just in time before the door splintered under the

big man’s boot, the deadbolt and the lower left corner ripping clean off. Two more kicks took

down the rest, and the thug stepped through the now-empty doorway with a menacing grin on

his face. “Knock, knock, princess!”A smaller crash echoed from the rear of the house, and the

third man, the one they’d sent around back, yelled, “She’s not in the kitchen!”“You look around

down here,” the big thug ordered, turning toward the stairs. “I’ll take the top. Remember, we got

free reign to rough her up, but nothing permanent until Mr. Magic there confirms we’ve

recovered the goods.”The mage shot to his full height, his face almost black with rage in the

desert moonlight. “For the last time, my name is not—oh, never mind. Just get on with it.”The

big man didn’t seem to care about the mage’s anger, though he did shoot a pointed look at his

feet, which had yet to cross the house’s threshold. “You coming?”“A mage never enters another

mage’s house uninvited,” the smaller man said stiffly. “Even when the mage in question is

dead.” He glanced around the faded foyer with a cringe. “This was Aldo Novalli’s house. Lord

knows what he left lying around.”The two big men inside froze, their scarred faces suddenly

nervous, and the mage rolled his eyes. “Just go. Aldo’s or not, there’s nothing in there that

could possibly be worse than what Bixby will do to us if we don’t catch that little thief.”The

mention of their boss’s name had the desired effect. Both thugs immediately got to work with

no further backtalk, opening closets and turning over furniture as they began their search.The

inside of the ugly house was little nicer than its shabby exterior, but far, far stranger. The

scuffed walls were covered in old fashioned bookshelves packed to the edges with wire models

of theoretical magical structures and even a few actual paper books on a wide variety of

arcane subjects. The wooden floors in the living room and den were marked over in a rainbow

of interlocking spellworked circles. Most of these were unfinished, but there were plenty of

completed spells mixed into the mess, including one painted in purple in a continuous line

along the crown molding that was making the mage on the porch particularly nervous.“Well?”

he called.“Ain’t no one here!” the big thug shouted from the second floor. “Someone’s

ransacked the bedrooms, took a bunch of stuff. Hundred bucks says she bolted before we got

here.”The mage cursed under his breath and looked at his pendant again. Sure enough, it was

still straining toward the house, the tiny golden weight pulling on the brown hair so hard, the

strand cut into his fingers. He glanced at the thugs, who hadn’t suffered any horrible curses yet,

and then over his shoulder at the sleek car that would be driving them all to their deaths if they

returned to the boss empty-handed.In the end, the devil he knew won out. With a deep breath

and a prayer to the god he hadn’t bothered since high school, the mage followed his pendant

through the splintered door into the house.He stopped again the moment his foot hit the

floorboards, holding his breath, but there was nothing. No curse, no trap, no spike of power.

Just the smell of old drywall and casting chalk. With a long, relieved sigh, the mage lifted his

pendant high. At the end of the brown hair, the golden pendant began to jerk wildly, almost

yanking out of his fingers in its frenzy to get to the back of the house, and the mage broke into

a grin.“This way.”The two thugs shrugged and fell into step behind him as the mage strode

confidently through the scribbled over living room and down a small hallway that led to what

had once been the house’s chief selling point: a whimsical hexagonal dining room. There was

no dining going on now, however. Though clearly once present from the dents left in the carpet,



the dining room table had been removed, leaving the room empty except for an enclosing circle

of cheap, erasable whiteboards that had been propped over the windows, their faces covered

in spellwork barely visible over the stains left by years of constant marking and erasing.This

normally would have given the mage pause—it was never a good idea to walk into an enclosed

space with unknown spellwork on the walls—but the pendant was yanking wildly now, and he

bounded into the room like a hunting dog finally cornering the fox.“Here!” he cried triumphantly,

grabbing the edge of the threadbare carpet and yanking it up with a flourish. “She’s under—”He

cut off, the carpet falling from his fingers. He’d lifted the rug expecting to find a trap door to a

basement, or even a storm cellar. Somewhere a girl could hide. But there was no door or

hidden panel beneath the carpet. Just the dusty floor and a neat ponytail of long, brown, gently

curling hair held together by a pink hair tie before the strands ended in a jagged, uneven fringe

where it had been chopped off the base. That was as far as the mage’s observations got

before he smelled something burning.His head jerked up just in time to see the markings on

the surrounding whiteboards singe themselves into the plastic. The spell he’d seen painted on

the crown molding was smoking too, the letters and symbols burning into the wood as magic

flared in the air.“Go!” the mage shouted, dropping his pendant as he turned and charged for

the door. “Get out now! It’s going to—”The blast cut him off, echoing through the desert like

cannon fire as the ugly house exploded.***Across the empty street, a young woman stepped

out from behind the ruins of the failed subdivision’s unfinished pool shed. The hot wind from

the growing house fire whipped the ragged ends of her chopped off hair straight into her eyes.

She pushed them back with purple-paint-smudged fingers, scowling at the tell-tale wetness

that came away as well.“Don’t cry,” she whispered angrily, scrubbing her eyes again. “Don’t you

dare cry.”She was still working on that when the fire reached the house’s furnace. The second

explosion was even louder than the first, blowing out the building’s entire northern face and

sending a corner of the ugly house’s roof flying straight into the men’s fancy car.The sight of

one of Bixby’s expensive cars crushed under a smoldering hunk of support beams and clay

shingles was enough to make her feel a little better. She watched it burn for a few more

satisfying seconds, and then she turned her back on the inferno that had been her childhood

home and ran across the empty lots to the failed subdivision’s lone dumpster, and the

dilapidated sedan she’d hidden behind it.The old car was so over-packed, it took her several

seconds to clear enough space to squeeze her body into the driver’s seat. Even the dash was

piled with bags and boxes, and she couldn’t see out her back window at all. But while the rest

of the car looked like a promotional shot for an episode of Magical Hoarders, the passenger

seat was empty except for a glittering ball the size of a large grapefruit.At first sight, the ball

appeared to be made of solid gold. On closer inspection, however, it became clear that the

sphere was actually glass: hollow, ancient, paper-thin glass gilded on the inside with a gold leaf

pattern so dense, it looked like a solid, shimmering wall. The combination of glass and gold leaf

was as fragile as it was beautiful, and it was protected accordingly by a nest of tissue paper

that was itself tucked inside a towel-lined basket and lashed to the passenger seat by both the

seatbelt and a half-dozen strips of duct tape. But for all the care the girl had clearly put into

packing the delicate golden orb, the glare she shot it was anything but gentle.“You’d better be

worth it,” she grumbled, scrubbing again at the tears that refused to stop coming as she started

the car.It took three tries before the old engine actually caught, and longer still before the

dashboard booted up. For once, though, the car’s age worked in her favor. It was too old to

have integrated augmented reality, which meant she could still drive it manually whether the

computer was up or not. Good thing, too, because she’d already made it all the way to the end

of the subdivision by the time the screen above the gearbox finally flickered to



life.“Destination?” the hollow voice of the GPS wheezed.“Detroit Free Zone,” the girl replied,

wincing at the blinding glare of the burning house in her side mirror. “Fast.”That last command

was pure wishful thinking, but the computer did its best. “Calculating fastest route,” it

announced sedately.The girl okayed the first suggested route as soon as it came up, tapping

her fingers anxiously on the steering wheel as the auto-drive took over, rolling them out of the

crumbling subdivision and onto the dark highway just in time to avoid being seen by the

flashing emergency vehicles coming over the horizon from the other direction.And back in the

subdivision, unseen in the dark and the smoke, a pigeon flew out of a nearby juniper bush. It

was a common city pigeon, completely out of place in the desert, but it flew like it owned the

smoky sky, riding the hot updraft from the roaring fire to the top of the smoke pillar before

circling back around to follow the girl’s fleeing car into the night.Chapter 1“Get up.”Julius woke

with a jump, toppling off the slick modern couch. He landed face down on hard white carpet,

smacking his knee painfully on the corner of his sister’s abstract coffee table in the process.

When he reached down to clutch his smarting joint, his sister kicked his hand away again with

the pointed toe of her black leather flats.“I have to be at the hospital in thirty minutes,” she

continued as she marched across the room to yank open the hanging blinds. “That means you

need to be out of here in ten. Now get moving.”Julius rolled over and sat up, squinting against

the bright ray of sunlight she’d sent stabbing across her ultra-fashionable, ultra-expensive

apartment. “Good morning to you, too,” he said, furtively rubbing his injured knee, which was

still throbbing.“Try afternoon,” Jessica snapped. “Honestly, Julius, it’s nearly five. Is this when

you got up at home?” She turned with a huff, walking over to the marble breakfast bar that

separated her immaculately white kitchen from the other immaculately white parts of her

apartment’s open floorplan. “No wonder Mother kicked you out.”Mother had kicked him out for a

whole host of reasons, but Julius didn’t feel like giving his sister any more ammunition, so he

spent the energy he would have used explaining himself on standing up instead. “Where’s your

bathroom?”She stabbed one perfectly manicured nail at the hall, and he shuffled as directed,

though it still took him three tries before he found the right door. The others led into beautifully

furnished bedrooms, none of which looked to be in use.Julius sighed. Two guest bedrooms,

and she’d still made him sleep on the couch. But then, Jessica had always been very

conscious of where she stood in the pecking order, which was usually directly on top of Julius’s

head. The only reason she’d let him sleep here at all was because he was her brother, and the

consequences for not helping family were dire. In any case, it wasn’t like he was in a position to

complain. When you found yourself shoved off a private plane into a strange airport at dawn

with nothing but the clothes on your back, you took what you could get.He found the bathroom

and showered as fast as he could only to get right back into the same faded T-shirt and jeans

he’d slept in, because what else was there to wear? He didn’t even have a toothbrush, and he

wasn’t about to risk Jessica’s wrath by using hers. In the end, he had to settle for mostly clean,

raking his shaggy black hair into some semblance of order with his fingers and wishing he’d

had a chance to get it trimmed before his life had gone down the drain. Of course, if he’d had

any advanced warning of last night’s personal armageddon, he wouldn’t have wasted it on a

haircut.By the time he emerged into the living room again, Jessica was dressed for work in a

pants suit, her long, blond-dyed hair pulled back in a tight French twist. She sat in the kitchen,

perched on a silver barstool like a model in an interior design magazine as she sipped coffee

from a minimalist white mug. Naturally, she hadn’t made any for him.“Here,” she said when she

saw him, shoving a sleek, black metal rectangle across the marble countertop. “This is for

you.”Julius’s breath caught in amazement. “You got me a phone?”Jessica rolled her brilliant

green eyes, the only family feature they shared. “Of course not. Unlike you, I know how to be a



dragon, which means I don’t give out freebies just to be nice.” She hissed the last word through

sharpening teeth, letting a bit of her true nature show before resuming her human mask. “It’s

from Bob.”Julius snatched back the hand he’d been reaching toward the phone. Bob was his

oldest brother and their dragon clan’s seer. He was also insane. Presents from him tended to

explode. But the phone looked normal enough, and Julius had already been kicked out of his

home and dropped in a strange city without a dollar to his name. Really, how much worse could

today get?He picked up the feather-light piece of electronics with tentative fingers. Cursed gift

or not, this phone was much nicer than the old one he’d been forced to leave behind. As soon

as the metal contacts on the back touched his skin, the phone’s augmented reality system

blended seamlessly into his own ambient magic. After a second’s calibration, the air above the

phone flickered, and a 3D interface appeared. He was still getting used to the beautifully

designed, almost unusably small icons floating above his hand when a flashing message

appeared directly in front of his face, titled THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT.Hesitantly, Julius

reached up to tap the floating message. The moment his finger passed through the icon, a

short paragraph appeared, the glowing letters hovering seemingly in thin air.My Dearest

Brother,Sorry I didn’t warn about Mother’s incoming Upset. I foresaw it last year and simply

forgot to tell you due to other VAST AND SERIOUS events currently unfolding. To make it up to

you, I’ve taken the liberty of preparing the proper credentials for your new Life in the Big City. I

can only hope it’s all still valid, seeing how I’m putting this phone in the mail to you four months

before you’ll need it, but We Do What We Must. I’ve also set you up with some money from my

private hoard to make the transition a little easier. Try not to spend it all in one place!Hearts

and kisses, your infallible and all-knowing brother,BobPS: I almost forgot to give you your

advice for the day. You must be a GENTLEMAN above all else, and a gentleman never refuses

to help a desperate lady. You’re welcome.Julius read the message twice before setting the

phone back down on the counter. “If he knew to mail me a phone four months before I needed

it, why didn’t he just tell me Mother was going to kick me out instead?”“Because he’s not really

a seer, idiot,” Jessica replied, setting her empty mug down with a clink. “He can’t actually see

the future. He’s just insane. You know how old dragons get.” She slid off the barstool with a huff.

“Honestly, his only real power is his ability to convince Mother that his stupid antics are all part

of some huge, incomprehensible scheme that’s going to help her defeat the other clans and

become queen dragon of the world.”Julius didn’t know about that. From what he’d seen, Mother

believed in Bob completely, and she didn’t do anything without good reason. Of course, it was

hard to tell what was really going on across the enormous distance he kept between himself

and the more powerful members of his family. That was Julius’s entire life strategy, actually—

stay out of the way of bigger dragons—and up until last night, it had worked perfectly. More or

less.He sighed and grabbed the phone again, putting his finger through the glowing accounts

icon as soon as the AR interface came up. Whatever the actual status of his sanity, Bob was

indisputably old. Old dragons couldn’t help storing up vast piles of wealth. If Bob was giving

Julius money from his own private stash, then maybe…His fledgling hopes crumbled when the

balance appeared. Ninety-eight dollars and thirty-two cents. Bob had given him ninety-eight

dollars and thirty-two cents. That was barely enough to get him through half a week back

home. It probably wouldn’t last him a day in a big city like the DFZ.Julius slumped against the

breakfast bar, staring blankly at the miles of shiny white superscrapers and animated ad-

boards looming beyond Jessica’s floor-to-ceiling windows. What was he going to do? And

how? His life back home might not have been great, but at least he understood it. Now he was

uprooted, lost, tossed into the biggest city in the world with nothing, and he couldn’t even

change into his true form and fly away because of what his mother had done.That thought



made him more depressed than ever. He’d been trying his best not to think about what had

happened last night, what had really happened, but there didn’t seem to be much point in

avoiding it now. He’d have to face facts sooner or later, so he might as well get it over with. It

wasn’t like things could get any—His phone rang.Julius jumped, jerking the phone up so fast

he narrowly missed cracking it to pieces on the underside of the counter. Jessica jumped as

well, and then her green eyes grew cruel. “I can guess who that is,” she said in the sing-song

voice he’d hated since they were hatchlings.“It might not be her,” Julius muttered, though that

was more desperate hope than any real belief. After all, there were only two people who could

plausibly know this number, and Julius didn’t think he’d be lucky enough to get Bob.Jessica

clearly didn’t think so, either. “Much as I’d love to stick around and witness you get chewed to

bits, I’ve got work,” she said cheerfully, grabbing her bag off the counter as she strolled toward

the door. “Don’t touch my stuff, and don’t be here when I get back. Oh, and if she decides to kill

you, make sure you don’t die in my apartment. I just got this carpet installed.”She tapped her

heel on the white carpet before walking into the hall, humming happily to herself. As soon as

the door closed, Julius sank onto her vacated stool. He propped his elbows on the counter as

well, shoring himself up as best he could. Finally, when he was well supported and out of ways

to put off the inevitable, he hit the accept call button like a man ordering his own execution and

raised the phone to his ear.“Well,” crooned the sweet, familiar, smoky voice that never failed to

tie his insides in knots. “If it isn’t my most ungrateful child.”Julius closed his eyes with a silent

sigh. “Hello, Mother.”“Don’t you ‘hello, Mother’ me,” she snapped, the click of her long fangs

painfully audible through the new phone’s magically enhanced speakers. “Do you know what

time it is?”He glanced at the clock. “Five fifteen?”“It is exactly nineteen hours since you left my

company. Nineteen hours, Julius! And you never once thought to call and reassure your poor

mother that you were alive and had found somewhere to stay? What is wrong with you?”Julius

could have reminded her that it was her fault he was in this position in the first place. She was

the one who’d barged into his room at midnight and ordered him to get out without letting him

grab his phone or his money or any of the tools he needed to make the call she was angry

about not receiving. But burdening Bethesda the Heartstriker with facts when she was in a rage

was only slightly less suicidal than contradicting her, so all he said was, “Sorry.”His mother

sighed, a long hiss so familiar he could almost feel the heat of her flames through the phone.

“This is harder on me than it is on you, you know,” she said at last. “But you gave me no choice.

Something had to be done. All your brothers and sisters are getting along splendidly. Even

Jessica managed to work her doctor nonsense into a position of power. She’ll be running that

hospital in five years. But you! You are hopeless. If I hadn’t watched you hatch myself, I’d doubt

you were a dragon at all.”She’d told Julius as much almost every day of his life, but for some

reason, the insult never stopped smarting. “Sorry,” he said again.His mother went on like he

hadn’t spoken. “You’re not ambitious, you don’t make plans, you don’t try to take things over. It’s

like you were born with no draconic instinct whatsoever. All you’ve done since I let you out of

training is hide in your room, avoiding the rest of us like the plague.”He’d always thought of it

more as avoiding jumping into a pool of hungry sharks, but he knew better than to say so. “I

wasn’t bothering anyone.”“That’s exactly the problem!” Bethesda roared. “You’re a dragon!

Dragons don’t worry about bothering. We demand, Julius, and the world gives. That is the

rightful order of things. I thought if I left you alone, your instincts would kick in eventually, but it’s

been seven years and you’re as bad as ever. Clearly, something in that head of yours is broken

beyond repair, and I don’t have the patience to wait any longer.”He swallowed. “I—”“Twenty-four-

year-old dragons should be out making names for themselves! Not living at home with their

mothers! People are beginning to talk, Julius. I had to do something. ”“So you decided to seal



me?”The second the words were out of his mouth, Julius’s stomach, which was already

clenched to the size of a marble, threatened to vanish entirely. But there was no taking it back.

The horrible truth was out, and, in a raw, painful way, it felt good to hear it spoken. So, since he

was a dead dragon anyway, he kept going.“Why, Mother?” he asked. “You wanted me to be a

dragon, so why did you lock me into this?” He waved his hand down at his lanky, too-skinny

human body before he remembered she couldn’t see him, which only upset him more. “Why

did you send me away? Why did you send me here?” He shot a panicked look at the forbidding

wall of superscrapers outside the window. “This is the DFZ. They kill dragons on sight here. If

I’m—”He cut off with a choked gasp as his mother touched the seal she’d placed at the root of

his magic. She might be hundreds of miles away, but he could still feel her claws in his mind,

the sharp tips pressing painfully on the wound she’d made nineteen hours ago when she’d cut

into his soul and locked him away from his true nature. It was only for a second, but by the time

she let him go, Julius felt like he’d been sliced open all over again.“That’s better,” his mother

said, her words punctuated by the clink of gold coins as she shifted her position. “Honestly,

Julius, do you even listen to yourself? Complain, complain, complain, when all your life you’ve

been coasting, never even considering the position that puts me in.”He hardly thought that

being sealed from his powers and stranded in the one city in the world where dragons were

illegal was a frivolous complaint, but he couldn’t have said as much even if he’d dared. His

mother was on a roll, and there was no stopping her now.“You don’t even know what I suffer for

this family!” she cried. “Every day, every hour, our enemies are looking for ways to cut us down.

The other clans would like nothing better than to see the Heartstrikers brought low, and you’re

helping them! Being a disappointment within your own family is one thing, but can you imagine

what would happen if the rest of the world found out that my son, my son, spends his days

locked in his room playing video games with humans? Humans, Julius! And you don’t even

win!”Julius began to sweat. “I don’t see—”“That is exactly the problem!” she yelled, making his

ears ring. “You don’t see. If one of your siblings was doing something I wanted them to stop, I’d

just threaten their plans or thwart their ambitions, but you don’t have any of those. You don’t

have anything, and so I was forced to take the only thing I could.”She touched his seal again as

she said this, and suddenly, Julius couldn’t breathe.“You are the worst excuse for a dragon I’ve

ever seen,” she snarled. “But even you still need to actually be a dragon. So if you don’t want to

spend the rest of your soon-to-be very short life as little more than a trumped-up mortal, you’ll

listen closely to what I’m about to say.”She released him after that, and it was all Julius could

do not to flop panting on to the counter. But showing weakness would not improve his mother’s

mood, so he forced himself back together, breathing deep until he could trust his voice enough

to say, “I’m listening.”“Good,” Bethesda replied. “Because I’ve fought too long and too hard to

get where I am to be made a fool of by my youngest child. I really should have eaten you years

ago, but a mother’s hope springs eternal, so I’ve decided to give you one last chance. A final

opportunity to make something of yourself.”Julius didn’t like the sound of that at all. “What am I

supposed to do?”“You’re a dragon,” she said flippantly. “Be draconic. Take something over,

destroy one of our enemies, win a duel, capture an advantage for our clan. I don’t really care

what you do, but you will do something to make me proud to call you my son before the end of

the month, or I will do to you what I did to my other under-performing whelps.”Julius didn’t need

the snap of her fangs at the end. His blood was already running cold, especially when he

realized today was already August 8th. “But…that’s not even four weeks.”“Think of it as a trial

by fire,” Bethesda said sweetly. “You’ll come out of this a real Heartstriker or not at all. Either

way, you won’t be an embarrassment to the clan anymore, which makes it a win-win for me,

and we all know that’s what really matters.”Julius closed his eyes. Trial by fire. How excessively



draconic.“I can hear you moping,” she warned. “Don’t be so defeatist. That’s exactly the type of

behavior this little exercise is supposed to correct. And sorely as I’m tempted to let you dangle,

I’m not throwing you out completely on your own. It just so happens that your brother Ian has

some work he’s agreed to let you take on, a little jump-start to get you going on the path toward

respectability.” Her voice turned rapturous. “Now there is a dragon, and an excellent son.”Julius

frowned, trying to remember which brother Ian was. He had the vague recollection of an icy

demeanor and a calculating smile, which probably meant Ian was one of those plotting,

ambitious siblings he normally stayed far, far away from. Of course, if Mother liked him, the

ambitious part was a given. Bethesda never loved her children more than when they were

trying to engineer each other’s downfalls.“I already sent him your information while you were

whining,” she continued. “He should be contacting you soon. And Julius?”He fought the urge to

sigh. “Yes, Mother?”Bethesda’s voice sharpened until the words dug into him like claws. “Don’t

fail me.”The call cut out right after that, but it took Julius a full thirty seconds to unclench his

fingers enough to set the phone down safely below Jessica’s never-used collection of copper

cookware. When it was out of harm’s way, he dropped his head to the cold marble counter with

a thunk. He was still lying there when his phone buzzed again with Ian’s terse message to

meet him at a club halfway across town in fifteen minutes.***In the end, he had to take a

cab.He couldn’t afford it, not really, but there was no other way to keep Ian’s deadline, and

Julius wasn’t about to get himself eaten by his mother because he was too cheap to hire a taxi.

It ended up being a good choice, though, because the drive across the elevated skyways gave

him his first real look at the Detroit Free Zone in the daytime.Not surprisingly, it looked exactly

like it did in the pictures: an impossibly clean city on the banks of the Detroit River with

blindingly white, thousand-floor superscrapers rising from a beautiful, whimsically spiraling

lattice of elevated skyways held high off the ground by huge concrete pillars. Pressing his face

against the car window, Julius could catch glimpses down through the gaps at Old Detroit, the

ruined city that still lay beneath the new one like a rotting carcass, but not enough to see

anything interesting. No packs of death spirits or ghouls or any of the other horrors that

supposedly terrorized the Underground. But while that was disappointing, the DFZ’s other most

interesting attraction was impossible to miss.Rising from the blue depths of Lake St. Clair,

Algonquin Tower looked like a spire made by gods to hold up the sky. Even here in downtown,

a good ten miles away, Julius could still make out the sweeping curls of stonework that made

the two-thousand-foot tall granite pillar look like an endlessly swirling waterspout instead of

static rock. Supposedly, there was a leviathan that lived underneath it, but even without the

giant sea monster, the tower was a fitting and undeniable reminder of who ruled Detroit, and

why.When the meteor crashed into Canada in 2035, sending magic surging back into a world

that had long forgotten such things existed, human mages weren’t the only ones who had

reawakened. The sudden influx of power had also roused spirits of the land forced into

hibernation by almost a thousand years of magical drought. They’d woken with a vengeance,

too, but none so much as Algonquin, the Lady of the Lakes.Even now, sixty years after magic’s

return, people still talked about the night Algonquin rose to sweep the Great Lakes clean. Her

purifying wave had come from nowhere, washing away centuries of pollution in a single night,

and most of the cities that lined the Great Lakes with it. No place, however, felt her wrath like

Detroit.While other cities were merely flooded, Detroit was nearly swept off the map. Those

who survived claimed Algonquin’s wave had been over a thousand feet, a black swell of all the

poisons dredged up from the bottom of the Detroit River and the bed of Lake St. Clare that

she’d emptied on the city without quarter, crushing buildings and drowning millions in the

process.When the flood waters finally receded, Algonquin had claimed the ruins of Detroit as



her own, and with the rest of the world still reeling from the return of magic, the U.S.

government hadn’t been able to tell her otherwise. From that night on, Detroit, Michigan

became the Detroit Free Zone, an independent territory of the United States and the only city

anywhere governed by a spirit. Algonquin had wasted no time changing the rules, either,

dumping almost every law on the books, especially those limiting business and immigration,

and she’d refused to regulate the new practice of magic at all. The resulting sorcery research

boom had made the DFZ one of the largest, wealthiest, most magical cities in the world. It was

also the most dangerous, especially for him.For reasons Julius didn’t know, but could easily

imagine, the Lady of the Lakes hated dragons with a passion. His kind were tenuously

accepted in the rest of the U.S., and ruled outright in China, but in the Algonquin’s city, where

everything from drugs to guns to prostitution was legal, dragons were strictly forbidden. Even

small ones like him fetched bounties in the millions. He had no idea why his mother had

decided to force him to “be a dragon” in the one city where doing so would automatically make

him a target, but at least it gave Julius a reason to be happy about the seal. Awful as it was not

to be able to fly or breathe fire or stretch his tail properly, he didn’t have to worry about

accidentally revealing his true nature and getting killed for it. So, that was something.He’d

barely finished this exercise in extreme positive thinking when his cab pulled to a stop beside a

crowded, elevated square lined with trees, fountains, and high-end restaurants. Very high-end

restaurants, the sort with unpronounceable names and dress codes that involved jackets.

Julius looked down at his own ancient green T-shirt and slightly singed jeans with a sigh. The

part of him that was still trying to stay positive pointed out that he should be glad he’d at least

been wearing a shirt when his mother had burst into his room, but the rest of him just wanted

to get this over with.The automated cab had taken its fare out of his phone’s account the

second it reached the requested destination, so Julius got out of the bright yellow, driverless

car without looking back. It took him a few minutes to push through the crowd of fashionable

professionals and the tourists taking pictures of them to the address Ian had given him; a slick

club/restaurant hybrid with tinted glass doors and no name at all, just a picture of a tree laser

etched into the windows.As expected for such a high-end establishment, the first set of doors

was just for show. The real doors were inside a dimly lit foyer guarded by three cameras and a

doorman. Normally, a human wouldn’t have worried Julius too much, but this one was clearly

packing some augmented implants—human arms just didn’t get that bulky without medical help

—and he didn’t look shy about using them.Considering how sorry he looked right now, Julius

fully expected the bulky doorman to pick him up by the fraying neck of his shirt and toss him

right back out into the square. From the expression on the man’s face, he clearly wanted to do

just that, but when Julius gave his name, the doorman simply pushed open the leather-covered

inner door and told him that his party was waiting at the back.After the bustle of the crowded

square, the inside of the restaurant was shockingly silent in the way only real money could buy.

Even the silverware didn’t seem to clink as Julius wove his way between the white clothed

tables and high-backed booths. The place smelled rich, too, a deep, subtle mix of hardwood,

leather, truffle oil, and other things his sensitive nose wasn’t cultured enough to recognize.The

VIP area was in the far back corner, separated from the rest of the restaurant by a wall of

malachite-beaded curtains. Julius pushed them open with only a slight hesitation, pointedly

ignoring the well-dressed couples who turned to gawk at him as he looked around for his

brother.He didn’t have to look long. He might not have been able to place Ian’s name earlier,

but now that he was here, he spotted his brother at once. He also saw why their mother was so

fond of him.From the first glance, it was obvious that Ian was a dragon’s dragon. Even dressed

in a black suit sitting in a black booth, he effortlessly overshadowed the well-dressed men with



their jewel covered women and thousand dollar bottles of champagne like a panther lounging

in a flock of peacocks. Julius, on the other hand, felt a bit like a mangy dog as he slid into the

leather booth across from his brother and dipped his head in greeting.Ian did not return the

gesture. He just sat there, regarding Julius through slitted, Heartstriker-green eyes before

letting out a long, vexed sigh. “What on earth are you wearing?”“What I had,” Julius replied

irritably. “I didn’t exactly get time to pack.”“So I heard,” his brother said, tilting his head forward

so that his perfectly tousled black hair swept down over his dark brows, enhancing his

speculative scowl. “There’s been quite a bit of talk going around about what you did to send

Mother into such a rage. I don’t think I’ve ever heard of her sticking one of us on her private jet

for a cross-country trip in the middle of the night before.”Julius started to sweat. Heartstriker

gossip, about him. Just the thought made him twitchy. The only thing worse than being beneath

a dragon’s interest was being the target of it.“Sending you away was a good sign, though,” Ian

went on. “Normally when she goes on the warpath, she just eats the parts she likes and tosses

what’s left into the desert for the vultures. She must really believe you can be rehabilitated if

she didn’t kill you outright.”Julius supposed that was a comfort. “She threatened to do

it.”“Bethesda has threatened to kill all of us at one point or another,” Ian said with a shrug. “It’s

how she mothers. That doesn’t mean she won’t, of course. A weak dragon is a liability to the

whole clan. The real challenge is, how do we make her start seeing you as an asset instead of

a disappointment?”Julius shifted his weight on the buttery leather seat. He had no objections to

what his brother was saying, but the we part made him decidedly nervous. He didn’t know Ian

at all personally—he was the sort of powerful, popular sibling Julius normally steered well clear

of—but if he met their mother’s definition of a good son, then he’d rather hang himself with his

own tail than help a family member for free. “What do you want?”Ian smiled. “You,” he said. “For

a job. It just so happens that I’ve come across an intriguing opportunity for someone with your…

unique talents.”Julius had no idea what that meant. “So you want me to do something?”“Yes,”

his brother said crisply. “For money.” He shot Julius a skeptical look. “Do you understand how a

job works?”“No, no, I get that part,” Julius grumbled. “I just want to know what you want me to

do before I agree to do it.” Because the list of things he wouldn’t do for money was very long

and included a number of activities most dragons would do for fun. Of course, being one of

those dragons, Ian missed his point entirely.“Don’t be stupid, Julius,” he said, picking up his

drink. “Mother’s the only reason I’m bothering to speak to you at all. Naturally, then, it follows

that I won’t be asking you to do something she’d object to, especially not here. I know you’ve

spent your adult life as far under a rock as possible, but even you must understand that doing

anything remotely interesting in Algonquin’s city would bring Chelsie down on both our heads,

and we can’t have that.”His casual mention of Chelsie put Julius even more on edge than his

talk about Mother. Chelsie was one of their oldest sisters and the Heartstriker clan’s internal

enforcer. Julius had only seen her from a distance at family gatherings, and even that had felt

too close for comfort. Mother might rant and rave and threaten to skin you alive, but most of the

time, it was Chelsie who actually wielded the knife, and unlike Mother, you never heard her

coming.“Do you think Chelsie’s here in Detroit?” Julius whispered.Ian shrugged. “Who knows?

Bethesda’s Shade is everywhere. It might as well be the family motto: ‘Watch what you say.

Mother’s in the mountain, but Chelsie’s right behind you.’”He chuckled like that was a joke, but

even Ian’s too-cool front wasn’t enough to keep the fear out of his voice. Not that Julius thought

less of him for it. Every Heartstriker was scared of Chelsie.“So, what’s this job for, exactly?” he

asked, eager to get back on track and out of this conversation before saying Chelsie’s name

too many times summoned her. Instead of answering, though, Ian’s eyes flicked to something

over Julius’s shoulder. Before Julius could turn around to see what, his brother leaned back in



the booth, his body relaxing until he looked lithe and limber and confident as a cat. But while

his posture was suddenly almost obscenely casual, his whispered voice was sharp as razor

wire.“Too late to back out now,” he said. “Sit up straight, and whatever you do, don’t stare. You

don’t want to embarrass yourself any more than is inevitable.”Julius was opening his mouth to

ask whom he was going to be embarrassing himself to when she was suddenly there,

appearing beside their table without a sound. And even though Ian had warned him, Julius

couldn’t help himself.He stared.Chapter 2She was a dragoness. Of that there was no question.

Even in human form, she radiated danger of the casually cruel, playful kind. She was not,

however, a Heartstriker. Julius didn’t know his entire family by sight—only his mother could do

that—but he was pretty sure he’d remember someone like this.She was beautiful, of course,

but as a snow leopard taking down a stag was beautiful. Every feature, from her pale, pale skin

to the white blond hair that slid over her bare shoulders in a snowy stream to the razor-sharp

nails at the ends of her elegant fingers, was cold and otherworldly. Even her smile was deadly,

the sort of delicate half smirk ancient queens must have worn when ordering slaves to fight to

the death for their amusement. But what really got Julius was the calculating look in her ice-

blue eyes as she gave him the speculative once-over dragons always performed when sizing

up newcomers. Player or pawn? it asked. Tool or threat?For Julius, the assessment was over in

an instant. He could almost feel the word “pawn” being affixed to his forehead before the

female dismissed him completely and shifted her gaze to Ian. “This is the one you told me

of?”Her accent was as cold and strange as the rest of her, a mix of Russian and something

much, much older. Ian, of course, seemed completely unaffected. “My brother, Julius,” he

replied, gesturing with his drink.“Julius,” the dragoness repeated, her accent slicing off the J so

that his name came out more like Ulius. “He is one of your youngest brothers, then? Or did

Bethesda clutch again while I wasn’t paying attention?”Ian and Julius winced in unison. No

Heartstriker liked to be reminded of their mother’s ridiculous naming system, or the reason

such a thing was required. Most dragonesses who chose to dedicate the enormous amount of

magic required to bring new dragons into existence laid no more than two clutches of eggs in

their entire lives, usually with five hundred years or more in between. Bethesda had laid ten,

once with fewer than fifty years between broods. This fecundity had made her something of a

legend among the other dragon clans, and to help her keep track of her unprecedented

number of children, she’d named each clutch alphabetically. A names for her first, B for the

second, and now finally down to J. At least the new dragoness hadn’t called their mother

Bethesda the Broodmare, or Ian and Julius would have been honor-bound to attack, and that

wouldn’t have ended well for anyone.“No,” Ian said crisply, setting down his drink. “We’re still on

J. But as you can see, he’s decidedly non-threatening. No guile I’ve witnessed, but I’m led to

believe he’s not an idiot. Just soft.”“Soft?” The dragoness said this the same way a human

would say leprous.“Non-aggressive,” Ian clarified. “But clever in his own way, I think. And if he

fails, my mother will kill him, so motivation won’t be an issue.”Julius knew better than to offer

his opinion to this summation. He was used to powerful dragons talking about him like he

wasn’t there. Still, he didn’t like the way the female was eying him now. Family would threaten

him all day, but no Heartstriker would risk Bethesda’s wrath by actually killing him. This foreign

dragon, on the other hand, was studying him like she was trying to decide which of his organs

would make the best hat.“I think you may be right,” she said at last. “He will do well enough.”

With that, she sat down next to Ian and turned to Julius like she hadn’t just been ignoring him

for the last few minutes. “I am Svena, daughter of the Three Sisters. Ian assured me you will be

of assistance.”She paused like she was waiting for a reply, but Julius couldn’t manage more

than a choking sound. The Three Sisters were among the oldest and most powerful dragons



left in the world. They were so magical, legend had it that they’d created their eggs one at a

time using only their own power, no male consort needed. The offspring of this unconventional

arrangement, all daughters, were in turn some of the most mysterious and feared dragons

alive, which meant that Julius was sitting across the table from, at minimum, a thousand-year-

old dragoness who was also one of the Heartstriker clan’s sworn enemies. The Three Sisters

hated Bethesda, and as far as he knew, the feeling was mutual. What was Ian doing?He

glanced at his brother to ask just that, but Ian was shooting him a lethal caliber version of the

shut up and play along look. So, with effort, Julius turned back to the dragoness, who he now

knew for a fact could turn him into a gooey puddle with a snap of her fingers, and plastered

what he hoped was an obliging smile across his face. “What kind of assistance did you have in

mind?”She pursed her pale lips. “It is a delicate matter. My youngest sister, Katya, has run

away from home. I want you to bring her back.”Julius blinked. “You want me to find your

sister?”“Not find,” Svena snapped—a literal snap of her too-white teeth that gave Julius the

distinct impression Svena didn’t spend much time in her human form. “I know where she is, but

she is being headstrong and difficult. I have indulged her as long as possible, but I cannot

afford to do so any further. Unlike your clan where a dragon might vanish for years before

someone notices, there are only twelve of us. If our mothers discover Katya’s absence, things

will become difficult. I need a neutral third party to stop her foolishness and bring her home

before this happens.”She was very good at keeping her voice haughty and superior, but Julius

had been appeasing bigger dragons his whole life, and he’d become very good at picking up

subtle changes in tone. Between her cool disinterest and the not-so-subtle digs at his family,

Julius could just make out the faint trace of real worry in Svena’s voice. Whether that concern

was for her sister or herself when her mothers found out, he wasn’t sure, but what he really

wanted to know was, “Why me?”“Because you’re a failure,” Ian said with a superior smile. “And

you’re sealed. Katya’s running from her sister because she knows she cannot defeat Svena,

but you’re another story. Unlike us, you’re completely benign, a non-threat, which means you

alone will be able to get close to Katya without causing her to bolt.”“And do what?” Julius

asked. “Even if she doesn’t run from me, how am I supposed to convince a—” powerful,

magical, likely centuries older than him and still in possession of her true form, “—dragon to go

home when she doesn’t want to?”Svena waved her hand dismissively. “You can’t. If Katya could

be convinced of anything, she would never have run in the first place. You only need to get

close enough to put this on her.” She reached out as she spoke, placing something on the table

with a soft clack. When she removed her hand, Julius saw it was a thin, silver braided chain.

“There’s a binding spell woven into the metal,” she explained. “I created it specifically to placate

my sister, but it must touch her skin to work, and I haven’t been able to get closer than a

kilometer to Katya since this nonsense started.”Julius stared at the chain glistening like frost on

the white tablecloth, heart sinking. He had no interest in getting tangled up in another clan’s

family drama. He especially didn’t want to trick a runaway into going back to a home she

clearly wanted to escape. As someone who’d seriously considered running away himself

dozens of times, tricking this Katya out of her freedom and forcing her back into the kind of

situation that would make a dragon flee felt unspeakably cruel, but what was he supposed to

do? Argue against his qualifications as a failure?“This is a great opportunity for you, Julius,” Ian

said, his voice calm and rational and completely not open to negotiation. “You’ve gotten an

unfortunate reputation for being softhearted over your short lifespan, but there’s still time to

turn yourself around. Mother has entrusted me with your rehabilitation, but if you insist on being

lazy—”“I’m not lazy.”Julius regretted the words as soon as they left his mouth, but he didn’t try

to take them back. Backpedaling would only make him look even weaker, and anyway, he



hated being called lazy. Staying alive in their clan was a full time job for someone like him,

because Julius wasn’t just the youngest Heartstriker, he was also the smallest. Big dragons like

Ian never understood just how much work it took to fly under the radar in a family of magical

predators with a sixth sense for weakness and a pathological need to exploit any opening just

because it was there.Speaking of which, Ian was already watching him, his calculating eyes

weighing Julius’s hasty words as much for what they didn’t say as what they did. “So resentful,”

he said. “But you have no one to blame but yourself. The fact that I didn’t even know your name

until this afternoon perfectly illustrates your complete and utter failure to be an asset to anyone.

That you are alive today is due entirely to our mother’s magnanimity, and since we both know

how fickle that can be, I suggest you stop making a spectacle of yourself and consider your

next words very carefully.”He didn’t even need to add because they might be your last. By the

time Ian finished, the threat in his voice was like a noose around Julius’s neck. Beside him,

Svena was observing the back and forth with the sort of bored impatience of a sports caster

watching a veteran boxer taking on a volunteer from the audience.That was how Julius felt, too

—punch drunk, completely overpowered and outmatched. He still didn’t think it was right, and

he knew he’d regret his actions, but Ian had his back against the wall, and they all knew it. So,

with a heavy sigh, he reached out and scooped the silver chain off the table, shoving the

unnaturally cold metal into his pocket as quickly as he could. “Where can I find her?”“I have

word she’s going to a party tonight,” Svena said, reaching into her silver-spangled clutch purse

to pull out a sleek, expensive phone. “Some kind of gathering for human mages.” She paused.

“You can still do magic, can’t you? Your mother didn’t seal that as well?”She hadn’t, but then,

she hadn’t needed to. Unlike humans, who drew magic from the world around them, dragons

made their own. But while J clutch had been one of Bethesda’s more magically inclined broods,

Julius hadn’t been keen on the idea of competing with his cutthroat siblings in an arena where

it was perfectly acceptable to banish your rivals to another dimension. He’d learned the basics

he needed to survive, but everything else he knew about sorcery, draconic or otherwise, could

probably fit on a small note card. Not that he was going to admit that to Svena, of course.“No

problem,” he lied. “Where is it, and when should I show up?”Svena looked down at her phone

to find the information. Beside her, Ian met his eyes across the table and mouthed, good job.

Julius nodded and quickly lowered his head over his own phone, trying not to look as

nauseated as he felt when Katya’s information, including pictures, movement notes, and

Svena’s practical instructions on where and how to deliver her runaway sister’s unconscious

body once the deed was done, popped up on his screen.Sometimes, he really, really, really

hated being a dragon.***Thirty minutes later, Julius was sitting at the club’s bar, ignoring the

bitter and expensive cocktail Ian had bought him as a fancy way of saying get lost while he

finished his “discussion” with Svena, and he wasn’t feeling any better. Thanks to the

information Svena had given him, he’d had no problem finding the party Katya was supposed

to attend tonight. Getting in, however, was another matter entirely.From the listing on the DFZ’s

public mage forums, it seemed the gathering was being hosted by a circle of shamans, human

mages who did their magic with the help of spirits and natural forces, something Julius

decidedly was not. Despite Ian’s dismissive assurances that his little brother was “good with

humans,” he had absolutely no idea how he was going to convince a bunch of secretive mages

to let him into their exclusive magic-nerd night. He wasn’t actually sure how Katya had gotten in

since dragon magic was entirely different from the human variety, though considering Svena’s

“little sister” was a thousand years old if she was a day, she probably had her ways.Julius’s

ways, on the other hand, were decidedly more limited. Not surprising considering who ruled it,

the DFZ was packed with spirits. The presence of so many powerful allies gave the local



shamans a decided home-field advantage. With so much magic at their fingertips, a good

shaman might be able to spot his true nature even with his mother’s seal, and then he’d be in

real trouble. What he needed was a mage of his own, someone who actually understood how

this stuff worked and could act as cover, but where was he going to find a mage on short notice

in an unfamiliar city who would be willing to work on credit until Ian paid up?He was still

puzzling over this when he felt the telltale prickle on the back of his neck that meant someone

was watching him. Probably Ian preparing to call him back to the booth so they could “discuss

his plan,” or maybe Svena with some last-minute advice/threats. But when Julius turned

around, it wasn’t a dragon watching him at all. It was a woman. A human woman sitting at one

of the small tables by the door.She got up the second he made eye contact and started straight

for him, cutting through the expensively dressed crowd like an arrow with him as the target.

Julius thought frantically, trying to remember if he’d met her before. It was true he knew a lot of

humans for a dragon, but that was only over the internet. Face-to-face contact was limited to

the residents of the New Mexico desert town his mother’s mountain complex supported, and

this girl definitely wasn’t someone from home. She was sure acting like she knew him,

though.As she got closer, Julius’s confusion grew, because she looked like she belonged in this

club about as much as he did. Her combination of sparkly silver vest, long-sleeved white shirt

with dramatic, oversized cuffs draped over chunky plastic bracelets, and tight black pants

tucked into glossy black, calf-high leather boots reminded him of an old-school stage magician.

It wasn’t unattractive, especially not on her. She was actually very cute in a warm, human way

that was a relief after Svena’s chilling beauty. Still, her getup definitely didn’t fit in with the rest

of the club’s too-cool aesthetic, and her hair was patently ridiculous.The thick, dark brown

strands had been chopped into uneven chunks ranging from almost buzz-cut short in the back

to chin-length wisps around her face. It was uneven over her ears as well, with longer strands

trailing down at odd places, like she’d pulled her hair back and chopped it off in a mad panic.

She didn’t look crazy, though. Just determined as she walked up and slid between him and the

stool on his left, leaning one elbow on the bar so that she was directly in his field of

vision.Under normal circumstances, a pretty girl coming at him out of nowhere would have sent

Julius into defensive retreat. Today, though, half-panicked already and stuck in survival mode,

he stared straight at her, holding his ground out of sheer desperation as he breathed deeply to

catch some hint of the trap this had to be. When he didn’t smell so much as a whiff of draconic

power other than the chain in his pocket, though, he said, “Can I help you?”“No,” the girl said,

flipping her hand with a flourish. “I can help you.”A white card appeared between her fingers,

and Julius jumped before he realized he hadn’t felt any magic. It had been sleight-of-hand that

produced the card, not a spell. The paper itself, however, told another story.Marci Novalli, it

read. Socratic Thaumaturge, MDC. Curse breaking, magical consultation, warding services.

Below that, a smaller line proclaimed, No job is too big or too small! References available upon

request.A mage, he realized dumbly, staring at the card with a growing sense of dread—an

impressive feat, considering just how large his dread had grown today already. But a mage

appearing out of nowhere at the exact moment he realized he needed one? If that wasn’t a set-

up, then he was his mother’s favorite son.He leaned away from her offered card like it was

poison. “Sorry. Not interested.”“Just hear me out,” the girl said, closing the distance he’d just put

between them. “I can understand if you’re apprehensive about mages. You’re under a very

nasty curse.”Julius blinked. “Excuse me?”“The curse,” she said, gesturing at him. “It’s all over

you. I can’t imagine how you must be suffering, but you don’t have to worry any longer. I have a

lot of experience in curse breaking, and I’m very gentle. Give me an hour and I’ll have that

thing off you no problem.”Julius stared at her, uncomprehending, and then it dawned. She was



talking about the seal, the one his mother had put on him to trap him in his human shape. After

that, it was all Julius could do not to burst out laughing, both at the notion of a mortal mage

breaking his mother’s seal in an hour and how Bethesda would react if it actually worked. He

glanced at the girl again, just to make sure she wasn’t kidding, but her expression was deadly

serious, and all he could do was shake his head.“I’m afraid my curse isn’t the sort you can

remove,” he said. “Thank you for offering, though.” That last bit came out surprisingly heartfelt.

Her unexpected sales pitch was the nicest thing anyone had said to him all day.The girl stared

at him a moment, and then her shoulders slumped. “Well, do you have anything else you need

done? Wards? Spirits banished? I can show you my portfolio.”She’d started pulling a binder out

of the enormous black messenger bag on her shoulder before she’d even finished the

question, and Julius fought the urge to sigh. Humans.“I’m good, really,” he said, putting up his

hands. “You don’t have to show me anything. I’m not interested.”The girl stopped short, and

then she stuffed the binder back into her bag, her face falling in utter defeat. “Sorry,” she

muttered, flopping down on the barstool beside him. “I’m not normally so…” She waved her

hands as she searched for the word, making the chipped silver glitter polish on her nails

sparkle in the club’s low light. “Car salesman-y,” she said at last. “It’s just that I really need the

work. If you have anything magical you need done today, anything at all, I’ll give you a huge

discount. I swear I’m completely legit. I’m fully licensed in Nevada, actually, but I’m new in town

and, frankly, getting a little desperate. So if there’s any work you need a mage for, just say the

word. If not, I’ll stop bothering you.”Julius opened his mouth to say sorry, he had nothing, but

the words stuck in his throat. The girl was looking at him so earnestly, and that word desperate

kept rolling around in his head. Bob had told him to be a gentleman and help desperate

women. Of course, Bob had also once told Julius that he would have dinner with a phoenix on

his birthday.Turning away from the human, he pulled out his phone and reread the seer’s

message, but he hadn’t made a mistake. There was the warning from his maybe-insane,

maybe-future predicting brother who’d mailed him a phone loaded with a Detroit ID and money

four months before he’d needed it, and here was the desperate woman said brother had told

him to help, and now Julius had to make a decision.On the one hand, years of well-honed

paranoia told him for certain that this was a trap. No one’s luck was good enough to have a

random mage walk up and offer her services at the exact moment she was needed. Far more

likely was that this Marci Novalli was working for someone else from the Three Sisters who

didn’t want Katya found, or maybe another clan entirely. If he took her offer, he’d be playing

right into the clutches of his family’s enemies like the idiot failure his mother always said he

was. On the other hand, though, rejecting her meant he’d be going against his brother’s advice,

and therein lay the quandary. Unlike most of his family, Julius didn’t think Bob was crazy, or, at

least, not only crazy. He wasn’t sure if his brother actually saw the future, but Bob definitely

saw something. Trouble was, Julius wasn’t sure which side this particular warning fell on: the

crazy or the something. He was still trying to figure it out when the girl slid off the barstool.“I’m

really sorry to have wasted your time,” she said quietly, looking down at her feet as she

adjusted her bag on her shoulder. “Thank you for listening, and I hope you have a nice

—”“Wait.”The girl looked up in surprise. Julius was surprised, too, because he hadn’t thought

he’d made up his mind yet. But while he still wasn’t sure if the mage was a trap, a vision of

Bob’s unsettled mind, or some combination thereof, he had come to a decision. The sorry had

been the deciding factor, but the thank you had sealed the deal. Julius couldn’t remember the

last time he’d heard those words from anyone’s mouth except his own and, trap or not, he

couldn’t let the person who said them just walk away.Of course, now that he’d stopped her, he

had to come up with something to say.“Marci, right?” he asked, clearing his throat as she sat



back down on the stool. “Can you do illusions?”“Absolutely,” Marci said, counting off on her

fingers. “Area, personal, spatial, full sensory immersion, though I’ll need a day to set that last

one up if you want it on something bigger than a ten by ten square.”Julius didn’t know enough

about human magic to gauge whether that was good or not, but Marci certainly sounded like

she knew what she was talking about. “I guess it would be a personal illusion,” he said. “On me.

But I’d rather not explain it here. Do you have somewhere else we could talk?”Marci nodded

and hopped to her feet. “I’ll need my workshop to do a credible illusion anyway. We can discuss

terms on the way over. Would that be okay?”Julius glanced over his shoulder, but his brother

and Svena were still sitting in the VIP area with their heads together, and he was loath to

interrupt. Really, though, he saw no reason to deal with Ian again at all. He had the chain, he

had the information about the party, and now he had a mage to help him get inside. If he

moved quickly, this whole mess could be over by midnight.“That sounds great,” he said, smiling

at Marci as he slid off his own stool. “Let’s get out of here.”***Getting out of the club was much

simpler than getting in. Rather than running the gauntlet past the augmented bouncer, Marci

led them out a side door and down the alley, away from the tree-lined square and its well-

dressed crowds. Then she led them down from the street, descending a long set of cement

stairs from the elevated skyway.“I swear I’m not taking you off to mug you,” she said as they

walked away from the evening sunlight and the bright glow of the Upper City’s ubiquitous

halogen street lamps. “It’s just that you don’t have to pay for parking down here.”“No worries,”

Julius said, glancing around. Even with his dragon sealed, he wasn’t terribly worried about a

human mugging him, and he was far more interested in his first look at the underbelly of Old

Detroit.Going below the skyways was like entering another world. All the brilliance of the Upper

City—the fancy tree-lined square, the towering superscrapers, the elegant curving roads full of

luxury cars and computer driven taxis—was like a model sitting on a table, and underneath it,

an entirely different city thrived in the dark.After all the stories he’d heard, Julius had expected

Underground Detroit to look like a war torn ruin, but this looked more like Shinjuku in Tokyo.

The buildings, many of them apparently dating from before the flood given the high water

marks on their second stories, had been completely renovated to hold as many shops as

possible. Every window seemed to have at least two signs hanging in it, and the combined

glare of all the neon, back-lit plastic, and flashing LEDs, actually made it brighter down here

than it had been up top in the sun.If there was any organizational system, Julius couldn’t see it.

Bars, restaurants, and theaters shared walls with banks, private schools, and massage parlors

in a chaotic jumble. Some establishments didn’t even bother making divisions, advertising

salon services and gambling at the same time. Even the buildings themselves were

mismatched. Some, the short ones, looked like the normal office buildings and strip malls they

must have been before Algonquin had built an entire other city on top of them. Others, ones

that had collapsed and been completely rebuilt in the years since the flood, or the ones that

had been too tall to fit under the skyway’s eighty foot clearance and had been cut to fit,

reached right up to the ceiling, using the huge cement base of the Upper City in place of an

actual roof.The chaos continued on the ground as well where food carts and semi-permanent

kiosks competed with cars for room on the ruler-straight grid of the old roads. Trash and

advertisements and people were absolutely everywhere, crammed into every nook and cranny

and selling everything under the sun to anyone who was willing to pay regardless of age. The

only breaks in the madness were the enormous, city-block-long cement support pillars that

held up the skyway overhead, but even these were plastered with billboards advertising

everything from concerts and exotic pets to drugs and pay-as-you-go augmentation clinics.

Just trying to wrap his brain around the chaos of capitalism gone crazy was making Julius feel



overwhelmed and dizzy, but most astonishing of all were the people.Back in Arbor Square, the

crowd had been ethnically diverse, but still so uniformly wealthy and well dressed that they’d all

blended together. In the Underground, though, there was some of everything: ethnicity, class,

religion, occupation, everything. It was like some power had swept the world, picked people at

random, and dumped them all here. It was nothing short of extraordinary, and Julius almost fell

down the stairs in his eagerness to get a better look.“First time below decks?”Julius winced

and glanced up to see Marci grinning at him over her shoulder. “That obvious, huh?”“You are

gawking a bit,” she said, slowing her pace until they were climbing down side by side. “Not that

I’m judging, of course. I was shocked too, my first time.”“It’s actually a lot nicer than I’d thought

it’d be,” Julius admitted, nodding down at the young, excited crowd waiting to get into a five-

sense theatre. “I’d always heard, you know…”“What? That the whole place was a giant slum of

rotting buildings and desperate characters straight out of a corporate dystopia? Oh, don’t

worry, there’s plenty of that, too. This is actually one of the tourist areas the DFZ Visitor’s Board

pays to keep colorful and edgy, but not so scary that outsiders won’t spent money.”Julius

looked over at the brightly colored, music playing, fully automated gun, alcohol, and party drug

vending machines that lined the landings of the stairwell. “This is the tourist area?”Marci

spread her arms wide. “Welcome to the DFZ!”A proper, crafty dragon would have shut his

mouth after that and kept his ignorance hidden, but Julius was curious, and this seemed kind of

important. “What about security? I mean, I know everything is legal here, but isn’t this kind of

excessive? How can so many corporations have their headquarters in the DFZ if there are

vending machines selling drugs to tourists only fifty steps down from Arbor Square?”“There’s

plenty of security,” Marci said. “It’s just reserved for people with money, spirits, and fish.

Especially fish, actually. Life’s great here if you live underwater.”He arched his eyebrows in

question, and she pointed over at a giant yellow hazard sign posted on the nearest support

beam. Julius hadn’t noticed that particular billboard amid all the other advertisements, but now

that Marci had pointed it out, it was impossible to miss the giant wave crest logo of the

Algonquin Civic Corporation followed by a list of substances that you were not allowed to dump

into the water system and the horrible punishments that awaited anyone who did, written in a

world tour of languages. There were more signs when they reached ground level with similar

warnings against littering and burning illicit materials, but nothing for human on human crimes

like theft or assault, which made a pretty clear statement about the Lady of the Lakes’

priorities.“I see what you mean,” Julius said, stepping closer to Marci as they pushed into the

teeming, noisy crowd that smelled strongly of sweat and human at bottom of the stairs. “Crime

here must be ridiculous.”“It varies,” Marci said, turning them down a side street that, while still

crowded, at least had breathing room. “If you stay in areas where people can afford to pay their

police fees, it’s not bad at all. If you go where they can’t, well…better not to do that.”Julius

nodded silently. Now that they were actually down in it, he could see the glitz of the tourist area

was only on the surface. The main streets were full of vendors and tourists, but the side streets

were packed with a very different crowd. Humans in filthy clothes sat together against the

buildings, their eyes glassy and empty. Others waited on corners, watching the crowds of

tourists like predators eying a herd. Every now and then, one of them would duck off only to

come right back with a purse or shopping bag tucked under their arms. Julius shook his head,

rolling his eyes up to the sooty black underbelly of the elevated highway that served for a sky in

this place. “Why do people put up with it?”He’d meant that to be a rhetorical question, but Marci

answered immediately. “Opportunity. The Lady of the Lakes might care more about fish than

people, but this is still the Magic City. There’s no immigration office, no background checks.

Anyone can come here with nothing and try to make a new life. That’s a powerful draw, and



there are a lot of jobs here, especially if you aren’t too squeamish.” She shrugged. “I think of it

as a gamble. The DFZ is dangerous and unfair and full of weird magic, but if you’re willing to

brave the risks, you can win big.”“Or lose everything,” Julius countered, eying a line of drugged

out humans taking refuge behind a dumpster, several of whom were children. “I don’t know. It

seems kind of like a step back.”“Maybe,” Marci said. “But it is what it is, and the city’s held on

this long, so something must be working.”“I suppose,” Julius said, but only to be polite.

Honestly, he didn’t see how a city ruled by an ancient spirit who clearly didn’t care at all for

human life, where the rich lived literally on top of everyone else, and you had to pay a fee just

to call 911 could be anything other than a dystopia. He didn’t want to rain on Marci’s

enthusiasm, however, so he kept his mouth shut, sticking close to her side as they walked

away from the bright, jangly tourist area into a slightly quieter, more residential part of the

crowded Underground.“So,” Marci said, smiling at him. “I probably should have asked you this

way earlier, but what’s your name? Unless you want this to be a secret contract, of course.

Again, not judging.”“Not that secret,” he said, laughing. “And my name’s Julius.”She nodded.

“Julius what?”Julius faked a cough to buy himself time and grabbed his phone in his pocket,

popping up the AR display only he could see right through the fabric of his jeans. It still took

him a few seconds of fumbling before he was able to navigate the new menus to see what last

name Bob had put on his residence ID. “Quetz,” he read, gritting his teeth. “Julius

Quetz.”“Quetz?” Marci repeated incredulously.“Short for Quetzalcoatl,” he explained, letting the

phone go with a huff. “It’s an old family name.” And Bob’s idea of a joke. Or at least, Julius

hoped it was a joke. There was no other reason a sane individual would think using the name

of the most infamous feathered serpent ever to terrorize the Americas as a cover alias for a

dragon in hiding was a good idea.“Wait, you shortened your last name?”Julius missed a step

on the uneven sidewalk, eyes wide. Was that not something humans did? “Um,” he stalled. “It

was too hard to spell?”That explanation seemed to fly, because Marci nodded. “I see. It’s too

bad, though. I think Quetzalcoatl would have been a pretty awesome last name.” She shrugged

and flashed that infectious grin of hers at him again, stopping to put out her hand. “Well, Julius

Quetz, I’m happier than you can know to be doing business with you. And speaking of which, I

hope you don’t mind signing a standard U.S. contract. As I said, I just moved here, and I

haven’t had a chance to get my DFZ paperwork in order, such as it is.”Julius shook her hand

after only a slight hesitation. He was about to tell her a U.S. contract would be fine when Marci

turned around and walked over to the dusty car parked on the sidewalk beside them. It was a

beat-up old junker that looked a good ten years older than Marci herself, but it wasn’t until she

walked around to the trunk and started wiggling the key—a metal key, not a wireless fob—into

the ancient lock, that Julius realized this was her car.With that, the last of his fears that Marci

was a trap set by another clan vanished. If there was any draconic trait even more universal

than their love of plotting, it was snobbery. No dragon, no matter how cheap or desperate,

would be caught dead using a human who drove a car like this. With that settled, though, there

was only one question left. Why had Bob set him up with this mage?He was still wondering

when Marci finally got the trunk open. “I normally charge a flat hourly fee plus expenses,” she

said, pulling out a stack of slightly creased papers. “But I promised you a discount, so I’m

cutting my rate in half and waiving my retainer.” Closing the trunk again to use its hood as a

writing surface, Marci crossed several clauses off the top of the contract with an expensive-

looking marker she’d pulled from her pocket. Once it was all marked through, she wrote in the

new rates by hand before giving the contract to Julius. “Is that okay?”Julius took the pages with

trepidation. He couldn’t remember the last time he’d seen an actual physical contract, let alone

signed one. The paper felt odd, too, almost tingly. “Is there a spell on this?”
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Robin Snyder, “So Underrated. Refreshingly great Young Adult book.. 4.25 Just try to forget

I’m watching your every move while silently judging you and make the decision as you normally

would based on the information provided. Thank You! ”

Book Lover, “Highly recommended. I really enjoyed this! Although it took me a while to get past

the first two pages, once I’d gotten started I loved it.It’s billed as teen/YA; there’s a dishy hero,

pretty sidekick, nasty baddies, lots of adventure, the obligatory love tension. But none of it is

cliché. The plot’s fast-paced and interesting. Julius is wonderful – never overdone, never too

whiny (despite the fact he could be!) and Marcie is fiery and annoying and brilliant. Everyone

else is brilliantly nasty, wonderfully nice, everything in-between…I love the mix of motivations

and the way the characters change as events play out. Out of the secondary characters, my

favourite is Bob (because Bob! And the pigeon!!) and then Ghost, because who doesn’t want a

ghostly cat of death that feels like a bag of ice when he sits on you?And the worldbuilding, oh

my. Admittedly it loses some of its punch as I’m not an American and don’t know Detroit that

well, but even then it’s still brilliant. The surrounding characters and world are excellently

portrayed; the magic system is nice, especially with the twist of the unknown. I like that the

people in the world itself don’t know what’s going on, and it’s not explained to us. That extends

to the plot, too; there’s mysteries and plot lines and characters that will get explored more later,

which is excellent.”

kara-karina, “Funny and sweet!. QUOTE “So far as I can tell, 'good dragon' is just another

name for coldblooded sociopath," he said. "No friends, no trust, no love. Why would I ever want

to live like that? It's not like any of you good dragons are happy.” END QUOTE Julius is a bad

dragon. He stays away from his family's brutal machinations, he is fast because he likes to run

away while other dragons fight each other, and he is content to stay in his dungeon and play

computer games all day long. All in all, he is adorable.However, when his mother drops him

without any means in a city which hates dragons, he is forced to prove he is a Heartstriker and

make a name for himself! If course, Julius doesn't mean to do that, he wants to keep quiet and



survive, but a damsel in distress kinda changes his agenda without him even realising it.The

closest analog I can come up with is Ilona and Gordon Andrews's writing. This is a world where

after years of technological advances, magical creatures had enough and took control of

people destroying the planet. Detroit is ruthlessly managed by Lady of The Lake, there are

various creatures, levels of power and subtle machinations from those who are not welcome in

this city.This is also a hilarious book. Julius's family is so bad, it's funny, and when he enlists

help from one of his trigger happy older brothers, it gets even funnier.In the end everything

resolves well, and he himself realises that he is not as timid and hapless as he thought, but I

enjoyed this book immensely, and recommend it to any fan of Andrewses. Read it!”

Kawie1, “Nice Dragons Finish Last. Nice Dragons Finish Last, the first independently published

novel from Rachel Aaron is an urban fantasy with the all the wit, charm and intelligence we've

come to love from the mind who brought us both The Spirit Thief (a sweeping magic, spirits

and demons fantasy) and Fortune's Pawn (a kick-ass science fiction romp in battle suits).Nice

Dragons Finish Last follows Julius, a nice dragon, who is the runt of the litter and shame of his

family. A real black sheep who is dumped in a city where dragons are illegal with no powers, no

friends, no money and an ultimatum to become a proper, ruthless dragon or get eaten by his

mother.After being tricked into a family scheme Julius picks up a down on her luck mage,

Marci, and his muscle-bound brother, Justin, and heads off on what is sometimes an almost

dungeon crawling fantasy, sometimes a detective tale but always an entertaining adventure.I

can't wait for the next Heartstriker tale and will be STRONGLY recommending this to anyone

who will listen.”

Dr. H. Kara, “Thoroughly Engaging Romp. Over the last year or two I've read a couple of dozen

self-published fantasy novels. This is the first that has been worth reviewing (most weren't even

worth reading). I'm not surprised to discover that Rachel Aaron has experience of traditional

publishing, as the standard of her books is very high. Compelling storytelling, fascinating

characters, humour, pathos, conflict, intrigue - everything I want from a fantasy novel. Rachel

Aaron evidently has a towering imagination and she knows how to use it. Highly

recommended.”
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